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Ameridose Announces Agreement with HealthTrust
Westborough, MA, June 05, 2012 --(PR.com)-- Ameridose, LLC, the leading nationwide provider of sterile admixing
services to hospital pharmacies, is pleased to announce the signing of a new agreement for providing sterile
admixing and repackaging services to HealthTrust Purchasing Group, L.P. (“HealthTrust”) members. HealthTrust’s
membership includes over 1,400 acute care hospitals and thousands of ambulatory surgery centers, alternate care
sites and physician practices. An impressive 99 percent member retention rate has supported growth in annual
member purchasing volume, which has recently surpassed $20 billion.
“HealthTrust has an outstanding reputation in the healthcare industry because of its ability to contract with suppliers
that combine product and service excellence with exceptional value,” said Sean Fadden, National Accounts Manager
for Ameridose. “It is always an honor to be selected through HealthTrust’s rigorous vendor evaluation process, and,
as a selected vendor, I appreciate HealthTrust’s adherence to purchasing commitments.”
About Ameridose, LLC
Ameridose (www.Ameridose.com) is the leading provider of high quality sterile admixed and repackaged
preparations and oral repackaging services to hospital pharmacies nationwide. Ameridose, an FDA registered
manufacturer, exceeds USP <797> standards and meets cGMP requirements. Committed to delivering the finest
outsourcing services in the industry, Ameridose considers quality, exceptional customer service, and value to be
central elements of its corporate mission.
About HealthTrust Purchasing Group
HealthTrust Purchasing Group, L.P., headquartered in Brentwood, Tenn., is a group purchasing organization that
supports nearly 1,400 not-for-profit and for-profit acute care facilities, as well as 10,600 ambulatory surgery
centers, physician practices and alternate care sites. With an annual purchasing volume by its members of more
than $20 billion, HealthTrust is committed to obtaining the best price for clinically recommended products, ensuring
their timely delivery, and continuously evaluating and improving its services to the patients, physicians and
clinicians it serves. The website is www.healthtrustpg.com.
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